XIAN LINXIN STEEL PIPE CO., LTD is a wholly owned subsidiary of WUXI HUAYOU SPECIAL STEEL GROUP CORPORATION, established in 1991 and in charge of export business.

We have more than 20 years experience in manufacturing, distributing, processing and exporting SEAMLESS, HFW, LSAW, SSAW Line Pipe, OCTG, Drill Pipe, Structural Tube, Mechanical Tubing, 3PE, 3PP, FBE, Liquid Epoxy Coated Pipe. We mainly export to Asian, European, Oceanian, North & South American countries, also we are under developing our business in African countries.

All our products are manufactured by latest manufacturing techniques with machines and equipment which fitted highest technology, in order to provide the manufacturing of products in full conformity with international standards with high quality materials in production in line with its carefully set policies for sustainable quality.

Our Pipe and Tube Manufacturing Process:
1. Seamless:
   - Hot-Rolled
   - Outside Diameter: 10.3-1020mm
   - Wall Thickness: 1.73-59.54mm
   - Cold-Drawn
   - Outside Diameter: 6-220mm
   - Wall Thickness: 1-20mm

2. Welded:
   - UOE/JCOE Longitudinal Welded (LSAW)
     - Outside Diameter: 406.4-1422mm
     - Wall Thickness: 6.4-44.5mm
   - High Frequency Electric Resistance Welded (HFW/ERW) & Electric Fusion Welded (EFW)
     - Outside Diameter: 21.3-508mm
     - Wall Thickness: 3.2-15.9mm

You are very welcome to contact us for quotations and visit our facilities!

Our Mission:
Whether our customers are active in the oil and gas, water supply line or construction, we endeavor to deliver the highest quality products and value-added services to support our clients' business.

We help our clients create more value by bringing companies together and creating win-win partnerships to build a much better future.

We take care of everything so our clients can remain focused on their business.

We even purchase the steel so that our clients do not tie up capital until they receive their order and are completely satisfied with their products. We understand the system and put it to work to the advantage of our clients.

We are an insider in the pipe and tube manufacturing industry and therefore are in a position that allows our clients to have an insider working for them.
1. Group first, high sense of responsibility and obligation.

2. People-oriented and harmonious interpersonal relationships.

3. Correct viewpoint of righteousness and benefit is the common value pursued.

4. Learn from each other and swallow anything and everything uncritically.
Seamless Pipe Manufacturing Process
Seamless Line Pipe
API 5L PSL: 1 & 2 Gr. B/X42/X46/X52/X60/X65/X70/X80
OD: 10.2-711mm WT: 1.6-106mm

Seamless Low-temperature Steel Pipe
ASTM A333 Gr.1/3/6
OD: 21.3-660mm WT: 2.60mm

Seamless Alloy Steel Pipe
ASTM A335 Gr. P1/P2/P5/P9/P11/P12/P15/P21/P22/P23/P91/P92
EN 10216-2 16Mo3/14MoV6-3/10CrMo5-5/13CrMo4-4/10CrMo9-10/11CrMo9-10/25CrMo4
OD: 21.3-660mm WT: 2.60mm

Seamless Mechanical Steel Tubing
ASTM A519 Gr. 1020/1045/4130/4135/4140
EN 10297-1 E370/41Cr4/25CrMo4/30CrMo4/34CrMo4/47CrMo4
ISO 2938 20MnV6
OD: 20-660mm WT: 2.80mm

We also can produce external FBE/3PP/3PE/3PGE coated according to DIN 30670/DIN 30671 standard, internal Epoxy Resin Primer Lined according to AVWA C213.
LSAW Pipe Manufacturing Process

1. Automatic U1
2. End Facing/Beveling
3. Hydrostatic Testing
4. Mechanical Expanding
5. X-Ray Testing
6. Tube Welding
7. Automatic Internal Welding
8. Automatic External Welding
9. Tab Removal
10. Edge Milling
11. Surface Inspection
12. Plate Ultrasonic Testing
13. Vacuum Lifting
14. Edge Crimping
15. Press Bending
16. Roll Bending
17. Internal Inspection
18. External Inspection
Longitudinal Seam Welded Pipe

Standards & Grades:
API 5L: PSL 1 & PSL 2 Gr. A/B/X42/X46/X52/X56/X60/X70/X80
ASTM A252 Gr. 1/2/3
EN 10219-1: S235JRH/S275J0H/S275J2H/S355J0H/S355J2H
ASTM A671 Gr. CA 55/CB 60/CB 65/CB 70/CC 60/CC 65/CC 70
ASTM A672 Gr. A45/A50/A55/B55/B60/B65/B70
ASTM A691 1 CR/1 1/4 CR/2 1/4 CR
OD: 406-4162.6mm
WT: 6-50mm
Length: 6-12m

Liquid Epoxy Coated Pipe
Standard: AWWA C210
FBE Coated Pipe
Standard: AWWA C213
2P/3P/3PE/3APE coated Pipe
Standard: DIN 30670/DIN 30671/DIN 30678
HFW Pipe Manufacturing Process

高频直缝焊管生产流程
High Frequency Welded Pipe

Standards & Grades:
- API 5L PSL 1 & PSL 2 Gr. A/B/X42/X46/X52/X60/X65/X70/X80
- ASTM A53 Gr. A/B
- ASTM A252 Gr. 1/2/3
- EN 10219-1, S235JR/S275J0H/S275J2H/S355J0H/S355J2H
- ASTM A671 Gr. CA 55/CB 60/CB 65/CB 70/CC 60/CC 65/CC 70
- ASTM A672 Gr. A45/A50/A55/B45/B50/B60/B70
- ASTM A691.1 CR/1 ¼ CR/2 ¼ CR

OD: 21.3-508mm
WT: 3-16mm
Length: 6 - 12m

Liquid Epoxy Coated Pipe
Standard: AWWA C210

FBE Coated Pipe
Standard: AWWA C213

2PP/3PP/2PE/3PE coated Pipe
Standard: DIN 30670/DIN 30671/DIN 30678
Steel Pipe Application

Crude Oil Pipeline
Natural Gas Pipeline
Oil Jetty
Oil Storage Terminal
Processing Pipeline
Oilfield Pipeline
Natural Gas Purification Station
Oil Refinery
Water Treatment Depot
Offshore Drilling
Slurry Conveyance Pipeline
Pipe Pile
Jet Fuel Pipeline
Potable Water Pipeline
Power Plant
Steel Pipe Truss
Certificates & Partners

证书和合作伙伴
Customers

客户
林坤钢管，让世界更强
LINKUN STEEL PIPE, MAKING THE WORLD STRONGER

进取

林坤人，让客户更满意
LINKUN PEOPLE, MAKING CUSTOMERS MORE SATISFACTORY